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Chapter 1731 

This small stadium, indeed very chaotic, they just came in through the gate when you can see, there are 

a lot of security personnel at the door with guns, and look at the audience that energy, in case of any 

emergency, there is really some trouble. 

However, if even Ji Feng feel tricky, I believe others will likewise not be too easy, and may even feel 

more chaotic, especially for people with bad intentions. 

So for Ji Feng, this environment is rather favorable. What’s more, there are dangers hiding in the 

shadows, so of course, we should take advantage of this opportunity to uncover the other party as much 

as possible. 

According to Ji Feng’s guess, this dark danger is likely to come from a certain guy with bad intentions, 

exactly who it’s aimed at, it’s still hard to say. 

But thinking that he and his second brother just came to New York, the possibility of making enemies 

with people is not very big, the only one who has had a knot, is Hong Yiming. The only one who has a 

knot is Hong Yiming. Moreover, not many people in the country should know that they have come to 

Rice, so the person hiding in the shadows, eight out of ten `9 is coming for Chu Yue. 

If it’s for yourself, then it can only be someone sent by Hong Yiming. 

But no matter who the other party is actually coming for, and no matter which possibility, Ji Feng should 

be timely to uncover the other party, to eliminate the hidden danger in the bud, this is the most secure 

approach. 

“Buzz~~!” 

Once a few people were seated, the roar of the motorcycle became even louder. 

Chu Yue suddenly shouted: “Look, he may want to perform the air jerk eh!” 

Ji Feng several people immediately followed Chu Yue’s gaze looked over, saw in the square below, a 

rider wearing a red racing suit, while wearing a red helmet, is constantly accelerating. 

In front of him 20 to 30 meters away, is a slant up about one or two meters wide board, below is a 

slope, if he just accelerate up, instantly will fly, if the speed is fast enough, he rushed to the height of 

seven or eight meters is a matter of ease. 

Buzz~~! 

The motorcyclist did not hesitate in the slightest, and even accelerated violently, straight up the board, 

and then instantly flew up in the air. 

“Jerk up!” 

Chu Yue screamed. 



At once, I saw that the motorcyclist in red in the process of flying in the air, his body actually left the 

motorcycle, the whole person on the motorcycle actually upside down, only hands are still gripping the 

handlebars. 

The man maintained this position for about two or three seconds, and as the motorcycle began to 

descend rapidly, he only then bent at the waist and sat down again on the motorcycle. 

“Boom!” 

At the same time, the very moment he sat down again, the motorcycle also landed with a loud bang. 

The whole motorcycle shook hard, and Ji Feng was even able to see that the extra thick spring shock 

absorbers that were added to the motorcycle were squeezed together. 

“Buzz~!” 

The rider, however, continued to add gas, then turned a corner and easily drove the car away. 

Chu Yue looked excited, excited straight clapping hands: “How about how, you guys see it, is not very 

exciting?” 

Ji Shaolei nodded, “Very impressive indeed.” 

He felt that his own hands were quite flexible, but thought that if he were to do it instead, he should not 

be able to do this. 

Ji Feng is also slightly nodded, that motorcyclist’s skills are indeed very impressive, to be able to do this 

step, is indeed very admirable. 

You know, the moment the motorcycle rushed up into the air, the body if a little more skewed, that 

landed on the ground, I’m afraid, together with the motorcyclist, directly across the ground, with a 

motorcycle from six to seven meters high in the air, is not so fun, may be killed. 

But when the rider landed, the car shook violently, but did not fall, so the rider’s skills are still quite 

impressive. 

No wonder these spectators are feeling so exciting, this extreme performance sports, is indeed both 

dangerous and exciting, and the average person really can not play, which is certainly very new and 

exciting for ordinary people. 

Chu Yue saw his recommended entertainment project has been Ji Shaolei and Ji Feng’s approval, 

immediately happy, a pair of eyes smile with the moon like. 

She said very quickly: “See, I have said that it is very exciting, you will definitely also like it, now believe 

it?” 

Ji Shaolei laughed: “I always believe it.” 

Chu Yue then smiled more happily, she continued to offer treasure: “This is not exciting enough oh, later 

when the official performance begins, there are even more exciting ways ……” 



Listen to her chattering, Ji Shaolei also came to the interest, asked: “Xiao Yue, you said before that here 

can also place bets, right? We don’t even know the information of each rider, nor do we know whether 

their skills are good or not, so how can we place bets?” 

“Cousin you don’t need to rush, right now they are still just practicing the warm-up stage, wait until the 

evening, the show will officially start.” Chu Yue looked like a connoisseur, mouth quickly introduced: “At 

that time, all the riders to participate in the competition, will appear, they will show a hand when they 

come out of the action, then you can see their level! 

Ji Shaolei was stunned: “Just on the basis of one of their movements, then bet?” 

Chu Yue nodded: “Of course, they wear helmets, anyway, you do not know who they are, you can only 

judge by their one action.” 

Ji Shaolei said, “Isn’t that a bit difficult?” 

It’s not easy to make a judgment just by looking at one of the riders’ movements. 

Chu Yue said, “This is very normal, think about it, if every rider is introduced in detail, then when the 

time comes to place bets, everyone bets on the best rider, the handicapping gang will lose money?” 

“That’s true!” 

Ji Shaolei deeply nodded, but then he was stunned: “Xiao Yue, you just said gangs?” 

Ji Feng also asked, “Cousin, this place is controlled by gangs?” 

“Yes!” 

Chu Yue nodded her head with an air of taking things for granted, “What’s wrong?” 

Ji Shaolei couldn’t help but frown and said in a deep voice, “Xiaoyue, since you know that this place is 

controlled by gangs, then you still dare to run here? These people are desperate people, in case 

something happens, how can you, a girl, resist?” 

Ji Feng also thought the same thing, this girl’s guts are really too big, not at all like a girl. 

Knowing that the Weida Group is now facing many difficulties, especially the personal safety of Ji Nan 

Yue and some group executives are under serious threat, and even Chu Yue herself was shot, although 

the killer escaped, but a girl how should also feel afraid, right? 

This girl is good, not only not afraid, but came here again. 

“It’s okay!” 

Chu Yue smiled cheekily: “Although this place is controlled by gangs, but they are still very disciplined, as 

long as they do not cause trouble here, they will not only find trouble with the audience, but also to 

protect the audience, besides, many industries in New York are controlled by gangs, the White Hand 

Party, the Yamaguchi Group, the Chuk Yuen Gang, etc., many gangs control a large number of industries, 

you go to a random A bar to drink, it may be a gang-controlled bar!” 



She said, “If those gangs dare to do anything, New York would be in chaos! Besides, you two masters are 

still protecting me, what am I afraid of? Everything is OK!” 

Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei both stared at her for a long time before they gave their comments. 

“No heart, no lungs!” Ji Shaolei hummed. 

“Audacious!” This was the evaluation given by Ji Feng. 

“Hee hee ……” Chu Yue was laughing happily, saying that she was heartless and lungless, that was really 

not wrong at all. 

Ji Shaolei and Ji Feng glanced at each other, while helplessly shaking their heads. They now know a lot 

about Chu Yue, this girl is definitely a fake kid, if she were a boy, it is definitely a restless master, as a 

girl, she seems more rebellious. 

It’s all going to play crazy! 

But looking at Chu Yue’s smiling look, the two of them did not know what to say. Although they are 

relatives, but after all, they have only met for less than a day, if they talk more, maybe Chu Yue will feel 

annoyed. 

This matter, it is better to leave to the little aunt and little aunt husband to headache, they are not in 

charge. 

“Ding ……” 

Just at this time, Ji Feng’s cell phone suddenly rang, he took out the phone at any time, and his eyes 

narrowed. 

The call was from Zhang Lei! 

Could it be that there is news from Zhao Kai? 

“White spider, you stay here, I’ll take a call to the side!” Ji Feng immediately instructed the white spider, 

let her pay attention to the safety of Chu Yue and Ji Shaolei, while vigilant around, while he himself left 

the seat, there are already a lot of audience around this shouting, very noisy, here is undoubtedly not 

convenient to talk on the phone. 

Ji Feng quickly came to a secluded place, connected the phone: “Lei Zi, it’s me, how do you say?” 

Zhang Lei said, “Crazy, things are a little tricky, you have to deploy a few helpers for me to come.” 

Ji Feng immediately frowned: “What’s going on?” 

Zhang Lei said: “Things are a bit complicated, I can’t say clearly in a few words, so, I’ll just say one thing, 

you should understand the tricky degree of things, I checked the immigration records, there is no Zhao 

Kai’s name, not even his father’s name!” 

When Ji Feng heard this, his face suddenly changed: “What did you say?” 

Zhang Lei said: “Understand? Zhao Kai did not leave the country at all, but he has not contacted you for 

so long, while his family’s nanny said that their whole family has left the country ……” 



Ji Feng then understood, this is indeed something happened ah, and certainly out or a big deal, 

otherwise, how could Zhao Kai suddenly lost contact with himself? 

Even if Zhao Kai disappeared, but his family? Can not also follow the disappearance of it? 

You know, Zhao Kai’s father, but an official, if he disappeared, will not attract the attention of some 

people? 

Chapter 1732 

Even if Zhao Kai is missing, but his family? Can not also follow the disappearance, right? 

To know is, Zhao Kai’s father, but an official, if he disappeared, will not attract the attention of some 

people? 

In particular, Zhang Lei checked the immigration records, there is no record of Zhao Kai’s family leaving 

the country, so why would the nanny of Zhao Kai’s family say that they had left the country? And where 

did the nanny know the news? 

These kinds of questions, in fact, has long been in the mind of the quarter maple back and forth do not 

know how many times, in fact, Zhang Lei went to Zhao Kai these days did not contact him, the quarter 

maple vaguely guessed that things must be very troublesome. 

If Zhao Kai is really out of the country, Zhang Lei must have found out immediately after arriving there, 

and then he will be very easy to contact himself, explain the situation, the matter is naturally closed. 

Step back, even if Zhao Kai really happened, but if it’s not a big deal, Zhang Lei will just take care of it, 

the same does not take so long, at most a day or two of things. 

But see Zhang Lei departed to find Zhao Kai, so far it has been a full four or five days, he is a phone call 

did not come, Ji Feng and how could not understand what is going on? 

Obviously, Zhao Kai side is really something, and definitely not a small problem. 

At least, Zhang Lei in the short few days simply can not solve. 

This is obvious. 

But Zhang Lei did not come to the phone, Ji Feng is not convenient to bother him. 

As for Zhang Lei’s safety, Ji Feng is not worried, Zhang Lei this guy don’t look hot-tempered, big-hearted 

personality, but he is rough, and his hands are enough to keep him safe and sound. 

What’s more, on his side there are two people from the Tengfei Group, who have some experience and 

are expert in the field, the three of them together, even if something happens, it is impossible to have 

an accident at the same time, so from this aspect, no news that is good news. 

These thoughts flashed in Ji Feng’s mind, Ji Feng asked in a deep voice: “Lei Zi, how many people do you 

want?” 



Zhang Lei said, “It’s still hard to say, but now there are only three of us obviously not enough manpower, 

you have to send at least two more people, I found that the water here is a little deep, for the time 

being I do not want to alarm the official people, only their own private secret investigation.” 

Once Ji Feng heard this, his heart could not help but thud. 

The water is a little deep …… do not want to alert the official people. 

What does this mean? 

Obviously, this matter obviously has a certain relationship with the official, perhaps, Zhao Kai’s family 

suddenly disappeared things, are inextricably linked to the official. 

The first thing you need to do is to be careful, don’t be impulsive, and don’t be reckless. I’ll let people go 

over to help you …… this way, I’ll transfer you two more people over, when you discuss, what problems 

in time to call me, we communicate well, things are going smoothly, understand?” 

Zhang Lei said, “Crazy, you transfer two people is only temporary, the back also prepare some 

manpower, may also be used.” 

Ji Feng said: “You can rest assured, I transferred you the two people in the past, in terms of manpower 

problems will certainly be solved, you just need to find out how Zhao Kai’s family in the end what is 

going on on the line, especially important, you need to find out as soon as possible, Zhao Kai and his 

family’s personal safety is not a threat, they are now in no danger. ” 

Said here, Ji Feng could not help but pause, a moment later, he said: “to find out, Zhao Kai’s family is not 

someone has already had an accident ……” 

Zhang Lei then understood Ji Feng’s meaning, he said: “Do not worry, I have now begun to investigate. 

But, crazy, what exactly is the origin of the two people you want to transfer to me? Even if the two of 

them are big, but one person can’t be used as two people.” 

Ji Feng said, “You’ll know when they arrive.” 

Hearing Ji Feng say this, Zhang Lei couldn’t help but be moved in his heart and asked, “Crazy, are you 

going to use people from the special department? Or people from the military?” 

Only these two local people can use one person as several people, because they are not just a single 

person, behind them, but there is a military or special department in support, and, they can also 

investigate through their special intelligence system, naturally not ordinary people can compare. 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Well, now there is only the use of these people, I will go to my little uncle to 

help.” 

Zhang Lei immediately said, “This is a good idea, use people from the military or special departments, so 

as not to alert the local officials, so that our investigation can also be carried out a little faster.” 

Ji Feng said, “Lei Zi, this time Zhao Kai encountered a big problem, I can not return for the time being, so 

I can only rely on you.” 



Zhang Lei said with mixed concern: “You and my brother do not say this, you wait for my news is, 

certainly do a beautiful job.” 

Ji Feng hurriedly said, “Lei Zi, after you investigate the results, do not be reckless and impulsive, to 

immediately call me, timely communication, understand?” 

He was worried that after Zhang Lei found any important clues, his brain was hot, he acted recklessly, 

and then it is likely to cause bad consequences. 

Zhang Lei said: “Do not worry, I know what to do. I don’t want to talk to you, I didn’t sleep all night in 

order to ask for information, I have to hurry to catch up on my sleep.” 

“A night without sleep?” 

Ji Feng was stunned, it’s not even night yet …… immediately he shook his head and smiled, reacted, he is 

now in the country, now this side is the evening, if you add the time difference, the Chinese side is 

exactly four or five o’clock in the morning, Zhang Lei if the whole night is mixed in some places, to spy 

news, then he is not a night without sleep! 

Thinking about this, Ji Feng laughed: “Then hurry up and rest, I’ll go find help for you.” 

Zhang Lei said: “Okay, then this matter will be left to you, I wait for your news.” 

And then, he hung up the phone. 

Ended the call, Ji Feng’s brow is tightly wrinkled, he habitually lit a cigarette, tightly frowned at the 

thought. 

In fact, Zhang Lei called, for Zhao Kai’s family, although he did not say much, but Ji Feng is to hear a lot 

of information from it, he can even speculate that Zhao Kai’s family some situation. 

First, it may be because of something, or some other reason, Zhao Kai’s family got into trouble that they 

shouldn’t, and then, Zhao Kai’s parents may have realized it, so they called Zhao Kai to return home 

from school in Jiangzhou, and then immediately after that, the whole family went into hiding …… This is 

a possibility. 

If this is not the case, then it could be that Zhao Kai as well as his family were controlled and he returned 

home from school, or he could have been tricked into leaving …… This is the second possibility. 

But no matter which possibility, one thing is certain, now Zhao Kai and his family, is unable to show their 

faces. 

Either they are hiding for fear of retaliation and dare not show up, or, they have lost their freedom, or 

simply do not have the ability to show up …… that is the worst kind of possibility! 

And this matter, and the local official has an extremely close connection, which can be heard from Zhang 

Lei’s words, to his identity are afraid to go through official channels to solve, it can be seen, this matter 

with some local officials, absolutely have a very deep relationship. 

…… thinking of these, Ji Feng’s face became more and more gloomy. 



If Zhao Kai just hid and did not dare to show up, or was controlled and could not show up, these 

possibilities, Ji Feng can still accept. 

However, if Zhao Kai simply no longer has the ability to show his face …… 

Ji Feng gritted his teeth, took a few deep breaths, and tried to calm himself down. 

And then, he dialed the phone number of his younger uncle Ji Zhenping. 

The phone rang, and the voice of the younger uncle came from the phone: “Little Feng, you are in Rice, 

why are you calling me? Is something wrong?” 

Ji Feng was stunned, and then he understood why Little Uncle asked this question, because he was using 

the cell phone given to him by Little Uncle, which belonged to the military’s special encrypted 

communication device, so maybe that was why Little Uncle thought something had happened here. 

He hurriedly said: “I have nothing happened here, but a friend of mine in China is in trouble, I have to 

lend you two people.” 

But Ji Zhenping did not immediately agree, but asked: “Your friend? What happened and you need to 

ask for people from me?” 

Ji Feng said, “I can’t say exactly what happened, but my friend’s whole family is missing, I suspect that 

they are either hiding or being controlled, or …… this matter has a connection with the local officials, I 

can only find you to help, only the military will not leak news.” 

Ji Zhenping nodded and said, “Understood, who do you want to borrow?” 

Although Ji Feng said very vague, but Ji Zhenping is a person who has seen a lot of knowledge, he 

naturally immediately heard that it is obvious that the official is no longer credible, or through the 

official power simply does not work, so Ji Feng found him here. 

This favor, Ji Zhenping is naturally to help. 

Ji Feng immediately said: “Hui Yi people are very good, very capable and very resourceful, little uncle 

you send him, in addition, I also need a special department people, when necessary, to be able to 

suppress the local government `s and officials, I worry that some people may take the police as their 

own fighters, when the time comes, once the action will be very troublesome!” 

Ji Zhenping said, “I know, you wait for the call.” 

Ended the call with the little uncle, Ji Feng fiercely smoked two puffs of cigarettes, and then threw the 

cigarette to the ground, leather shoes screwed over, the tobacco scattered on the ground. 

Ji Feng’s expression cold: “I hope Zhao Kai is not much of a big deal, otherwise …… hum!” 

Chapter 1733 

Zhao Kai did not have half a message, Ji Feng’s mood could not help but be a little heavy. 

Now he is not worried about anything else, the most worried is Zhao Kai’s personal safety. 



Even if Zhao Kai is now controlled, Ji Feng is not so worried, controlled, at least not killed, as long as the 

person is still alive, then everything is good. 

But now Zhao Kai is no news at all, is dead or alive simply do not know, this is the most worrying. 

In particular, Zhao Kai’s mind, even if he was controlled, will certainly leave traces, Zhang Lei can not 

find. But in the phone call Zhang Lei is not mentioned at all, which means that Zhang Lei has not found 

traces about Zhao Kai. 

Of course, this may also be possible because what traces left by Zhao Kai is too hidden, so Zhang Lei did 

not find in a short time, this can only be the best guess. 

But Ji Feng has a vague worry, Zhao Kai for no reason so missing, Zhang Lei side is nothing found, this 

will not indicate that Zhao Kai when the accident has no time, or the ability to leave any traces? 

…… hope not! 

The first thing you should do is to make sure that you have a good idea of what you are doing. 

If possible, now Ji Feng really hope to be able to immediately rush back, personally to find out what is 

going on. 

But this side of the trouble is also very tricky, Ji Feng a time really can not leave. And, now there is 

already Zhang Lei busy work there, the next will be sent by my uncle, I think it is also enough, Ji Feng 

went to the most will only seek a peace of mind, do not have to wait like now the heart anxious. 

So Ji Feng can only wait patiently. 

However, don’t look at Ji Feng’s mood is a bit bad, but his face is not shown at all, his face is still calm, 

but if people who are familiar with him look carefully will find that at this time, Ji Feng smoking is 

somewhat frequent, and smoking is also very strong, a cigarette in his hand is less than a minute to 

smoke out. 

It can be seen how irritable his heart is. 

“Cousin, what are you doing? The competitors of each team below have already entered to warm up, 

which is also exciting!” Chu Yue walked over at some point, “You can’t miss it, or you’ll regret it for a 

long time.” 

“I’ll call home and give them a safe report.” Ji Feng shook the phone in his hand and smiled. 

“Then hurry up, when they are done warming up, the game will start soon.” Chu Yue said. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll finish calling here.” Ji Feng smiled and said. 

“Then you keep calling, I’ll go over first.” Chu Yue waved her hand and hurried back again. 

Ji Feng looked can’t help but shake his head and smiled, this girl is really a little too playful, she this 

character, really cast the wrong birth, if she this character on a boy’s body, it would be normal! 

Ji Feng shook his head, no longer thinking about these, his heart once again thinking about Zhao Kai’s 

matter. 



Zhao Kai’s father is an official, and according to Zhang Lei, this matter has an extremely close connection 

with the local official, so that Zhao Kai’s father may be because he offended someone in the officialdom, 

or is in trouble with the officialdom, this is what will happen. 

Should we start checking from this aspect? 

Ji Feng secretly pondered, there is no secret in the officialdom, even if there is a little bit of wind and 

grass, there will be gossip flying around, if you inquire from this aspect, I think there should be some 

gains. 

Because in Ji Feng’s memory, Zhao Kai seems to have said that his father’s official position is not too 

low, in this case, if something happened to Zhao Kai’s father, then there will definitely be rumors. 

“Ding ……” 

Suddenly, Ji Feng’s phone rang again. 

Ji Feng took a look, it was from his little uncle, and he immediately picked up the phone. 

“Little Uncle, how is it?” Ji Feng immediately asked. 

“I have arranged it, you just contact Hui Yi.” Ji Zhenping said. 

“That’s good!” Ji Feng could not help but slightly relieved, there are people from the special department, 

Zhang Lei is definitely like a tiger with wings, then it will be much easier to investigate. 

Although so far there is still no news of Zhao Kai, but no matter what, Zhang Lei has two more powerful 

helpers, which is always a good start, a good sign, Ji Feng also relaxed some. 

Afterwards, Ji Feng immediately contacted Hui Yi, gave him Zhang Lei’s phone number, and gave him a 

few words, before hanging up the phone. 

Originally Ji Feng was going to notify Zhang Lei again, but considering that now Zhang Lei is afraid to 

have gone to rest, he did not bother Zhang Lei, anyway, when Hui Yi two people arrived, can certainly 

contact with Zhang Lei. 

Several of them cooperate, that is definitely a very strong force, as long as there are any clues, it will not 

escape their eyes. 

Zhang Lei has very strong hands, Hui Yi is a soldier, absolutely calm enough, and that special department 

of people, I believe that in the investigation and search is also a connoisseur, Zhang Lei several people as 

long as they cooperate with each other properly, absolutely powerful. 

“I hope Zhao Kai is okay ……” 

“It seems that the rice side of things is to be resolved as soon as possible!” Ji Feng secretly said. 

He put away the phone and turned back towards his seat. 

Seeing him coming, Chu Yue immediately said, “Look, look, those players are warming up and will soon 

be performing individually.” 

Ji Feng asked, “There are individual performances?” 



Chu Yue nodded and said, “Of course, if it’s just a competition between the teams, that’s how long it can 

take, the individual performance is wonderful …… ouch, later you’ll see it and you’ll know.” 

Ji Feng nodded with a smile and said, “Good! I will appreciate it carefully.” 

His gaze fell to the field, only to see that at this time there were many more motorcyclists in the field, 

the burst of motor roar made the audience present widen their eyes, full of excitement and anticipation, 

they seem to have seen an extremely exciting and exciting motorcycle extreme performance. 

“Ouya!” 

Suddenly, a man’s voice came, but this audience around the sound came from the sound, Ji Feng gaze to 

look, and found that in the middle of the square a high platform, standing a foreign man, this person’s 

hand holding a microphone, is waving at the surrounding audience. 

Chu Yue explained: “He is the host here.” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but say, “He’s the host?” 

Look at this foreigner standing on the high platform, the upper body is wearing a simple jacket, shirt, the 

lower body is wearing a pair of blue jeans, the feet are sneakers …… this looks really ordinary can not be 

ordinary, how to look like the New York City under the flyover those homeless people. 

But such a person, is the host here. 

If this is placed in the country, if any host dares to dress like this on the stage, I’m afraid it would have 

been approved to die. 

But Ji Feng was only slightly surprised, and then did not say anything else. He is now more and more 

aware of how much difference there is between China and the United States. 

This difference is not only reflected in the comprehensive national power or the degree of development 

of the country, but also in the culture of the two countries. 

In Rice, some very important people or very important people, often in terms of dress are very casual, 

while in China, as if the more dressed in a suit, the more it can reflect a person’s status. 

From this point on it can be seen that the hearts of the rice people are actually very confident, while 

many Chinese people are trying to rely hard on dressing to improve their status, which is more or less 

putting the cart before the horse. 

From this point of view, in fact, there are still many places in the country worth learning from China. 

Of course, the main reason for this result is still because of the unequal economic development of the 

two, but also because the country has really entered the high-speed development of time is still too 

short. 

And it is not that the Chinese are inferior to the rice people. 

In fact, Ji Feng has always believed that the Chinese nation, dare not say that the world’s best nation, 

but at least quite good. 



Chinese people have a hard-working spirit, resilience, and also blood. 

Only, usually the vast majority of the time, the Chinese people still follow the code of good people, the 

vast majority of people are still very kind-hearted, encountering things are also able to endure. 

But it is because of this kindness, this patience, but let some people think that China is weak, easy to 

bully, and then will be repeatedly provoked, no matter what the boundary tent, or Vietnam, or the 

Philippines, what clowns dare to take China’s tiger whiskers, but do not know, even if the Chinese 

people are kind, and then practice kindness, but patience is also a limit. 

Now China, but not before the Manchu period, such as weakness and bullying, a bloody war of 

resistance, so that the whole of China has awakened! 

“#$% ……%” 

That host said something loudly, let Ji Feng pulled back his thoughts, he couldn’t help but shake his 

head, he was a little out of his mind, thinking too far away. 

But, remembering that shitty nation in the boundary tent, a bunch of three-inch dwarfs who don’t know 

the sky is high, Ji Feng is not in much of a good mood! 

Chu Yue said next to him, “Look, these motorcyclists are starting to come out. They will show their 

extreme movements when they come out, you guys should watch it, when you place your bets later is to 

see the judgment coming now.” 

Ji Feng looked and found that the motorcyclists had already lined up and were ready to make their 

official appearance. 

“How is this like horse racing?” Ji Feng said. 

“It is very similar,” Ji Shaolei nodded and laughed. 

In Hong Kong, there is a very popular activity, is horse racing. And gambling on horses is known to 

everyone in Hong Kong, and the majority of those who love it stand. 

At the time of horse racing, the audience will be informed in advance of the information of each horse, 

how many wins, how many losses, ranking records, etc. are very clear, the audience is also according to 

these information to bet. 

Now, the audience does not know the information of the motorcyclists, so they can only judge their 

technical level from the extreme action they do when they appear, which undoubtedly adds to the 

difficulty. 

Ji Feng also could not help but carefully look up, Chu Yue so excited to introduce them, he is not good at 

casual perfunctory. 

However, Ji Feng believes that, with his eyesight, want to judge the right, or very sure. 

It is possible to let this girl Chu Yue win some money …… 

Chapter 1734 



“Buzz~~!” 

A rider in a blue racing suit quickly rode his motorcycle and rushed from the edge of the field to the 

middle of the field. 

A dozen meters in front of him was a row of obstacle piles, only to see that motorcyclist nimble and 

incomparable through the middle of the obstacle piles, that between each obstacle pile is almost a 

distance of about one meter, but the speed of that motorcycle is driving fast. 

Chu Yue looked very excited, hurriedly said: “Look look look, is not it very powerful, cousin, your behind 

so powerful, can a fight so many people, if you let you drive a motorcycle, you can do this step?” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “Not quite sure, because I have not tried. However, this rider can do this 

step, is indeed very powerful!” 

Ji Feng must admit, in this kind of high-speed movement, but also be able to nimbly interpose between 

those obstacle piles, this is indeed very need skills, see that motorcycle rider like a flowing movement, Ji 

Feng look secretly nod, it is clear that this person is not only skilled, but also his body coordination is also 

quite high, and extremely fast reaction. 

Buzz~~! 

A row of obstacle piles in a very short time through, when through the moment of the obstacle piles, 

only to see that rider braked violently, followed by that originally high-speed movement of the 

motorcycle suddenly braked in place, but because of that huge inertia is still there, making the rear 

wheel of the motorcycle violently raised high, immediately after, saw that the motorcycle was actually 

only the front wheel on the ground, the body was actually straight up. 

The motorcyclist was still riding steadily on the motorcycle, and at the same time, he actually let go of 

one hand and raised it to wave to the audience. 

“Good!” Chu Yue shouted excitedly. The audience was full of praise and shouts of approval, obviously 

convinced by the rider’s movements. 

“Awesome!” 

Ji Shaolei also couldn’t help but exclaim, while clapping his hands. 

Ji Feng also looked at the slight nod, the so-called outsiders look at the lively, insiders see the doorway. 

In the business of motorcycle extreme performance, although Ji Feng is not considered an insider, but 

he is very proficient in cars, coupled with his hands, let him understand that this motorcyclist is indeed 

very good. 

You know, want to move at high speed in that kind of flexible interspersed between the various 

obstacles pile, perhaps some difficulty, but as long as the usual practice, fast reaction, technical skills, 

want to do is not difficult. 

However, in that high-speed movement, suddenly stand still in place, and then with a wheel upside 

down can still maintain a stable balance, it is not too easy. 

From a movement to a still, how difficult it is in the middle, in fact, it is very understandable. 



For example, if a person is running at high speed, stop instantly, which is almost always difficult to do, 

will subconsciously take a few more steps forward to do a buffer, and then to stop. 

But the motorcyclist is like a violation of the laws of physics, directly stopped. 

This shows how difficult it is! 

Of course, why the motorcycle was able to suddenly stop and maintain balance, in fact, everyone 

present could see that the front wheel suddenly braked, and then used the weight of the motorcycle 

itself to cushion the inertia. 

But to be able to do this in such a short period of time is enough to explain the skills of the motorcyclist. 

No wonder it was a motorcycle extreme performance. 

In fact, this performance is still the rider’s skill, and for ordinary people, this is almost considered the 

limit of what can be done. 

“Cousin, how about it, awesome, right?” Chu Yue asked excitedly. 

“Awesome!” Ji Feng nodded his head in admiration. 

“Then you should watch it, see, that rider’s helmet and racing suit have numbers on them, if you are 

more optimistic about who, you have to memorize his number, so that you don’t get it wrong when you 

bet later.” Chu Yue said. 

“I will look carefully!” Ji Feng laughed. 

“Mm-hmm, be sure to look carefully!” Chu Yue once again admonished. 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, at this time, his excitement was also hooked up. 

This first rider’s skill was so amazing, then next, there might really be an extremely exciting show. 

As expected. 

The next riders were all experts, and each one of them would do an extremely eye-catching action when 

they came out, causing the audience to sigh in admiration. 

The action done by each driver was different. Ji Feng guessed that this was perhaps to avoid forming a 

contrast in the audience’s mind at the very beginning, which would affect the judgment when placing 

bets. 

But no matter what, these riders’ movements are extremely wonderful, which is true. 

Chu Yue was shouting and exclaiming, constantly marveling. 

Ji Feng also watched very carefully, and when the last rider finished his performance, he had written 

down all the riders’ movements. 

“How about it, did you guys write it down? The bets will be placed soon!” Chu Yue said, “I’m more 

optimistic about the 12th rider, his air flip is so beautiful, he’s so good, he must win back.” 

“Oh?” 



Ji Feng laughed: “You are optimistic about the 12th driver? I do think No. 3 rider is good.” 

Chu Yue blinked: “No. 3 rider? Although his movements are also very good, but compared with other 

riders, there is still a clear gap, belongs to one of the worst few riders, you actually want to choose 

him?” 

Ji Feng laughed: “This just beginning out action is just a simple demonstration, it doesn’t fully represent 

this rider’s strength, No.3 rider’s body coordination is very good, and his reaction seems to be faster 

than the other riders, I think he can win!” 

Indeed, just now the No.3 rider just did a simple drifting action, this action, even some people who often 

ride motorcycles in daily life can do it, it does not look too outstanding, but from this action of his, Ji 

Feng was able to see that this person’s body coordination is quite good, and his reaction is also 

extremely fast, compared to other riders, Ji Feng felt that the overall quality of No.3 rider is a bit better. 

Chu Yue could not help but hesitantly asked, “Are you sure?” 

Ji Feng smiled, “Well! I suggest you buy rider number 3.” 

Chu Yue wrinkled her nose and looked a bit embarrassed, after a moment she said, “Then how about 

this, you buy driver number 3, I’ll buy driver number 12, let’s see whose vision is better.” 

Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “I rarely gamble, just giving you a suggestion.” 

Chu Yue said, “Just for fun, are you afraid of losing money? Then this is good, I lend you money, if you 

win you return the capital to me, if you lose, even if my ……” 

Ji Feng laughed: “This is not good, the loss is counted as yours, the win should naturally be counted as 

yours, what do you think?” 

Chu Yue patted his shoulder and said, “OK! No problem, you do not have money to say it, we are 

relatives, that is a family, and I do not need to be polite, cousin will take care of you ……” 

Ji Feng: “……” 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re getting into. This is said out, I’m afraid 

that those who are familiar with Ji Feng will laugh their teeth off! 

Soon, a special staff came over to accept bets from the audience, while Ji Feng also learned that the first 

competition item, is an obstacle course. 

Ji Feng and Chu Yue put their money on their respective chosen riders, and Chu Yue said proudly, 

“Cousin, just wait and see, your cousin I’ve been here four or five times and only lost once, the other 

times I won!” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Then this time, I hope you win too.” 

Chu Yue suddenly said smugly, “Don’t worry, sister I’ll definitely win.” 

She looked like a little girl, yet she called herself sister in front of Ji Feng with an old-fashioned look, 

which only made people feel weird when they looked at her. However, she was still really a bit older 

than Ji Feng, which made Ji Feng only shake his head and laugh bitterly. 



Not long after, the following race was ready, all the riders were already in position, and all kinds of 

facilities were ready. 

Ji Feng saw that the track in this, a lot more obstacles, and many seem to be about two meters in 

diameter large iron ring, was placed on the shelf, and in front of that iron ring, is a high springboard. 

How does this look, are like the zoo jumping hoop show ah? 

Chu Yue said: “See, these riders have to pass through the obstacles first, and then from with the help of 

the springboard from these iron circle through, of course, is driving a motorcycle, and, this iron circle is 

still to burn with fire …… very exciting!” 

Ji Feng could not help but raise an eyebrow, the iron ring also has to burn fire …… no wonder these 

viewers will be so excited, this group of people are full of nothing to do, and the money is hot, is to 

come to seek excitement, and the arrangement here, is obviously also to cater to the mindset of these 

viewers. 

Boom boom boom! 

The staff lit those iron rings, followed by all the motorcyclists rushed out …… the audience immediately 

screamed with excitement, the atmosphere in the field is extremely enthusiastic. 

And at this time Ji Feng is a fierce frown, before the feeling of danger again. 

He was immediately alert, this time the attention of the whole audience is focused on those motorcycle 

hands below, if someone wants to do something, it’s really too easy. 

Ji Feng did not turn around, he also pretended to be watching the performance below, but in fact, he 

was not moving to search around. 

Because, he has clearly felt that the feeling of danger is getting closer and closer! 

“Buzz~!” 

“Ohhhhhhh~~!” 

…… 

Ji Feng’s brow frowned slightly, the audience’s shouting, the loud motor roar of the motorcycle below, 

let Ji Feng’s hearing was affected by not a little, now it was too chaotic, let Ji Feng very affected. 

Ji Feng heart alert incomparable, this chaos, I’m afraid that is exactly what the people hiding in the 

shadows want. 

He immediately touched the white spider next to him and made a few hand gestures. 

The white spider frowned slightly, she moved her body without a trace, pretending not to care as if to 

look around. 
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Ji Feng’s heart was alert, this kind of chaos, I’m afraid it is exactly what the people hiding in the shadows 

want. 



He immediately touched the white spider next to him and made a few hand gestures. 

White spider frowned slightly, she moved her body without a trace, pretending not to care as if to look 

around. 

But soon, the white spider turned her head back, her eyebrows knitted: “Ji Shao, this surrounding is too 

noisy, it is difficult to find anything.” 

Yes! 

Ji Feng nodded his head, this is the other party’s mastery. 

Before those riders in the warm-up and debut, the other side hidden not out, but, wait until the start of 

the race, but out. The reason is, before those motorcyclists warm up, although also can make the 

audience are excited, but not so excited, so this scene is not too chaotic. 

But now it’s different, all the spectators are excited, some of them even stood up directly, excitedly 

yelling, waving their fists and twisting their bodies, so as to cheer for the motorcyclists in the field. 

Of course, their cheering was also due to the amazing performance of those riders, but it was more to 

wave the flag for the rider of their choice, hoping that they could win. 

In this situation, if someone with bad intentions wants to hide among the crowd and do something, it is 

really easy. 

Moreover, it is difficult to find the other party out from among so many people. 

Not to mention the white spider, even Ji Feng, there is no way to find the person. He can now only 

vaguely feel the direction from which the danger comes, but where exactly, who exactly, this 

information he has no way of knowing. 

White spider whispered: “Ji young, do you want me to go see?” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “Don’t move for now, wait and see, just be careful.” 

Now it is the beginning of the race, all the spectators’ eyes are focused on those motorcyclists in the 

field, at this time if the white spider get up and leave, I believe it will certainly alarm the people in the 

shadows, and will in turn alarm the snake. 

The white spider nodded slightly and stopped talking. Only she was alert to the extreme, trying to find 

out who was hiding in the shadows! 

“Ohhhhhhh ……” 

The race in the field was going on fiercely, the audience was also emitting a burst of shouting, and Chu 

Yue was also excitedly waving her hand continuously while shouting, “Cousin, look, the driver I picked is 

ahead!” 

Ji Feng smiled and looked over, and indeed found that a motorcycle was in the lead, extremely quickly 

crossed the obstacle zone and began to rush towards the diving board. The motorcyclist’s clothes were 

clearly marked with the number 12, which was the rider chosen by Chu Yue. 



Chu Yue shouted: “Cousin, you’re going to lose oh!” 

Ji Feng laughed and said, “That’s not necessarily true!” 

Chu Yue said, “You are still not convinced? That’s good, just watch, the driver I choose will definitely 

win!” 

Ji Feng laughed and said, “Then let’s watch.” 

There are a total of five areas in this field, respectively, the obstacle area, springboard, sand and gravel 

area, and the mud pond, and finally there is a project through the ring of fire, now only just through the 

obstacle area, the next four areas still have a long way to go, at this time to draw conclusions, a little too 

early. 

But Ji Feng also did not argue with Chu Yue, wait for the final results, it is enough to explain everything. 

Ji Feng looked at the rider that he was more optimistic about, and then he nodded slightly. 

He found that this rider had also passed the obstacle zone, although a bit behind the rider chosen by 

Chu Yue, but the action is still as if flowing, without the slightest panic and rusty, but seems to have a 

kind of unhurried look, half do not show nervous. 

This is the performance of confidence! 

Ji Feng held his arms, also watched with interest. 

Only, while he was watching the game, his attention was scattered to the surroundings, he did not 

forget that in the dark around the danger of unknown origin, but also do not know how many people on 

the other side, he absolutely can not be careless. 

And take the opportunity to watch the game, but also can confuse the other side. 

Buzz~~! 

The race between the riders below was even more intense, most of the riders in various colors of race 

suits had already rushed onto the diving board, watching the motorcycle flying high in the air, and then 

the riders doing all kinds of movements in the air, causing the audience to shout loudly with excitement 

again. 

The rider that Chu Yue chose did a jerking motion in the air, that is, the person’s hands grabbed the 

handlebars, the body jerked up, keeping parallel to the motorcycle body, after three or four seconds, 

the person quickly returned to the original position, but this time the motorcycle is also about to land. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head, this rider’s balance was not maintained to the best state, just 

now when he jerked up, the car was slightly crooked. 

“It seems that from this one, I’m afraid this person is going to fall behind.” Ji Feng said. 

“How is that possible!” Chu Yue immediately retorted, “Can’t you see he’s still in first place …… ah!” 

“Boom!” 

Before Chu Yue could finish her words, the rider landed on the ground. 



As expected! 

Just as Ji Feng had judged, when landing, the huge impact made the motorcycle violently crooked, that 

rider hurriedly used his feet to support, the motorcycle did not fall to the ground. He hurriedly 

accelerated forward, however, it was a waste of a few seconds, enough to allow other riders to rush 

past. 

As expected, while the rider Chu Yue chose was accelerating, four or five riders, including the one Ji Feng 

chose, rushed up to the diving board at the same time. 

These riders were doing all kinds of wonderful moves in the air, which caused the audience to shout 

with excitement. 

And the rider chosen by Ji Feng, the action was even more wonderfully outrageous, only to see that the 

moment he flew up high in the air, he actually directly released his hands, his body completely 

separated from the motorcycle! 

And just as he was falling, he was grabbing the motorcycle violently, and then once again sat firmly on it, 

and began to accelerate before it even hit the ground! 

Buzz~~! 

The car hit the ground and just shook violently for a moment, and then it went straight out. 

With just that, he overtook all the other riders and was way ahead! 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but nod his head and exclaim, “Well done!” 

This rider used his inertia to charge forward in the air while keeping the throttle on, so his speed would 

not be affected too much when he landed, and his movements were really beautiful, and he was indeed 

very strong. 

“How is this possible!” 

Chu Yue was a little disbelieving: “He really rushed to the first place?” 

Ji Feng laughed: “This is only temporary, there are still a few items behind, all very difficult, he has to be 

able to keep it until the end to be considered a winner!” 

Chu Yue was very dissatisfied: “Really, that No.12 driver is too stupid, how the car almost fell down! 

Now it’s good, everyone passed him!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile and said, “He didn’t want to, you also said before, if he could win, he 

would get a good amount of income, if he lost, he could only get the most basic appearance fee, so he 

must have tried his best.” 

Chu Yue said somewhat depressed, “Really, how can you tell that No. 3 rider will be able to win?” 

Ji Feng laughed: “The race is not over yet, who will win in the end, that is also uncertain!” 

Chu Yue waved her hand: “Forget it, let’s watch their performance!” 



Ji Feng could not help but smile, Chu Yue this girl’s character is also good, know that she bet on the 

riders may not win, she immediately adjusted her mind, no longer concerned about winning or losing, 

but to see those riders in the extreme stunts performance. 

In fact, to put it bluntly, this is a kind of maharaja character, born happy-go-lucky, this kind of character 

people tend to live a more pleasant life, Chu Yue is this way. 

Buzz~~! 

The race in the field continues, but the next is basically no suspense, since the jump in the air on the 

springboard in the No. 3 driver ahead of a step, the next is the step ahead, he will play the technology to 

the fullest extent of the point, no matter how the driver behind catch up, and he still have a distance. 

In the end, there was no doubt that No.3 driver won the race. This person also gave a wonderful 

performance to the audience during this race. Especially in the fire ring, seeing a man on a motorcycle 

rushing through the burning iron ring, that feeling is indeed very exciting, so that the audience were 

shouting, excited. 

The show alone was worth the price of the ticket. 

“Win win win!” Chu Yue shouted happily, as if she had won. 

“It’s you who won!” Ji Feng laughed. 

“Cut! Since it’s your bet then you won, you think I’m going to count this small amount of money with 

you?” Chu Yue said, “I am very rule-based, before we agreed that what is yours is yours ……” 

“Oh ……” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, and then did not argue with him about anything. 

And at this time, the white spider that tense nerves, but not with the end of the game and some easing, 

just the opposite, she is more alert, the eyes are more stern. 

Because she felt the danger is gradually approaching. 

However, at this time, many spectators have stood up and cheered loudly, or left their seats, there are 

people walking around everywhere, but she is no way to determine who exactly is making her have this 

feeling of danger, but she can not be too obvious to search, so the white spider can only be so passive 

defense. 

Ji Feng also had this feeling, so he said: “Cousin, since the game is over now, should we go back? It’s 

getting late.” 

Chu Yue said, “Go back? There’s still a great show coming up!” 

Ji Feng laughed: “Let’s watch it when we have time, we have things to do tomorrow, so we can’t go back 

too late.” 

When they came out of the city center, it was already late afternoon, they drove here and saw another 

show, and when they go back, it should be evening. 



Seeing Ji Feng insisted, Chu Yue had to nod and said, “Well, then, I’ll bring you to see it when you have 

time! Go, I’ll take you to cash in your winnings ……” 

Several people said, all left their seats and walked out from the aisle. 

However, at this time, but the two young people came over, saw Ji Feng and other people walking over, 

their eyes flashed a brilliant awning at the same time …… 

At the same time, Ji Feng’s brow also slightly wrinkled, the muscles of the body instantly tense! 
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These are two Asian-faced young men, both around thirty years old, but what caught Ji Feng’s attention 

was not this, but the flicker of coldness in the eyes of these two young men. 

At the same time, Ji Feng felt extreme danger in his heart. 

He fiercely pulled Chu Yue, fiercely pushed her towards Ji Shaolei, while shouting: “Be careful!” 

Before Chu Yue could react, he saw the two young men in front of him suddenly pulled out their pistols 

and were about to shoot at Chu Yue. 

“Ah!” Chu Yue shrieked in fear, but her shriek was drowned out by the noisy sound of the audience. 

“Hoo~~!” A silhouette flashed by, “Young Ji, you go first!” 

But it was the white spider who steeply rushed over, her speed was brought up to the extreme, a hand 

clasped the wrist of one of the young men and fiercely turned around. 

“Cackle boom~~!” A crunching sound. 

“Ah…!” 

The next moment, I saw that young man’s arm was padded by the white spider on his own shoulder and 

snapped off raw. 

The pistol in that man’s hand immediately dropped. 

The white spider kicked out. 

“Pop!” 

The pistol immediately flew to Ji Feng’s side and was caught by Ji Feng. 

However, at the moment when the white spider struck, the other young man with the gun had already 

pointed it at Chu Yue. Perhaps because things happened too suddenly, or because the white spider’s 

speed was too fast, so that the man did not expect his companion to be taken down as soon as he came 

up. 

So the moment the white spider stomped that young man on the ground, the other young man’s gun, 

which was originally aimed at Chu Yue, subconsciously shifted to the white spider’s body, but he seemed 

to remember something else and panicked to turn his gaze on Chu Yue again …… 

This stupid! 



Ji Feng cursed in his heart, where he would still give that guy the opportunity to shoot? 

Ji Feng did not hesitate to pull the trigger. 

“Boom!” 

“Ah…!” 

The other young man’s wrist was instantly pierced by a bullet, and his throat subconsciously let out a 

miserable scream, but still drowned in the huge cheering and shouting of those spectators. 

Ji Feng bellowed, “Second brother, take Chu Yue to hide behind the seat!” 

Don’t look at the two gunmen have been solved, but Ji Feng heart that feeling of danger is still not 

eliminated, it is clear that the other side must still be ambushed in the dark, the scene is so chaotic, the 

other side has guns in their hands, Ji Feng can not guarantee that he will be able to protect Chu Yue’s 

safety. 

Ji Shaolei’s reaction is also amazingly fast, his physical quality is also very good, in Ji Feng yelled, Ji 

Shaolei has reacted, he took Chu Yue’s hand, directly rushed to the seat next to the aisle, and then 

pressed Chu Yue down on the ground. 

There were other spectators in the way in front and behind, and the gunmen hiding in the shadows 

could not see them, so they did not dare to shoot easily, at least temporarily so that they would not be 

in danger. 

And at this time, the white spider has also picked up that pistol on the ground, she quickly came back to 

stand with Ji Feng back to back, vigilantly looking around. 

“White spider, shoot when you encounter danger, do not care about the consequences!” Ji Feng said 

quickly. Now is not the time to talk about the law, you and others will be the law, but they talk to you 

about bullets, which is stupid. 

“Yes!” 

White Spider nodded. 

Just at this moment, Ji Feng pulled the trigger once again: “Boom!” 

Only to see a blond man hidden in the crowd, his head drooped on the backrest of the seat in front of 

him, and at his brow, there was a bloody hole, and something was flowing out of it …… 

“Bang Bang!” 

White spider also pulled the trigger, although in this chaotic situation she is not as sharp and sharp as Ji 

Feng’s vision, but relying on that sense of danger if any, she can still accurately hit the other side. 

Ji Feng coldly snorted, raised his hand to the sky and quickly pulled the trigger. 

“Bang Bang Bang Bang ……” 

“White spider, dodge!” Ji Feng shouted at the same time. 



At the same time, he and the white spider rolled on the ground at the same time, and both of them hid 

beside the seats on both sides. 

After several consecutive gunshots, there was a sudden silence in the field, as if everyone had suddenly 

been dumbed down, from the original noise to silence in an instant. 

But this state only lasted for a few seconds, and then, someone screamed in hysterical terror: “Ah–!” 

The scream was from the seat next to the guy who was shot in the eyebrow by Ji Feng, an obese 

woman, who first saw that the man in the next seat had actually been shot a bloody hole in the head, 

and then remembered the series of gunshots just now …… 

She immediately realized that there was a shooting at the scene! 

“Ah…!” 

This harsh cry of panic was like a fuse that instantly set off the whole venue. The next moment, 

everyone shouted in terror, while everyone left their seats and ran outside. 

The whole venue was in chaos, hundreds of thousands of people began to frantically flee outward, 

towards the exit, the scene, it was as if a disaster had occurred somewhere in a disaster movie, 

everyone was scrambling for their lives, the scene was full of panic and chaos. 

Ji Feng and white spider tightly grabbed the seat legs, which can ensure that the surrounding chaos of 

the crowd to squeeze away. 

“Thank you, Rice, for legalizing guns!” Ji Feng couldn’t help but say. 

If guns were not legal to own in Rice, they would not be so ubiquitous, and if they were not ubiquitous, 

there would not be so many shootings in Rice! 

It is because there are too many shootings in the country, making all the people extremely sensitive to 

the sound of gunfire, such as now, these spectators heard the sound of gunfire, they thought where the 

madman or pervert, to vent their discontent, to rush in and shoot …… 

So these spectators immediately afraid, they began to desperately run out! 

These spectators ran, the whole venue is in complete chaos, under their cover, Ji Feng and others are 

really safe, the whole field, there is no time is safer than they are now. 

Look around the crowd of people fleeing frantically outward, a complete chaos, there is no order to 

speak of. 

In this situation, not to mention someone hiding in the dark, even if someone is now directly pointing a 

gun at Ji Feng’s head, will be those crazy fleeing crowd to squeeze the east and west, simply can not 

even stand, let alone shoot. 

“Young Ji, what are we going to do?” White Spider asked in an urgent voice. 

“What should we do?” 



Ji Feng turned his head to look and said, “Wait a little longer, when the number of people is a little less, 

we will also follow to rush out.” 

They did not know how many people were hiding in the shadows now. 

Likewise, they did not know how many weapons the other side had in their hands, or what kind of 

arrangement was waiting for them next. 

So staying here now is definitely not a wise choice, but if they escape now …… BOOM! Ji Feng was again 

hit by the fleeing crowd, he could not help but shake his head, now go will certainly be crowded out, can 

only wait until the fleeing people a little less, to follow the mix out. 

And this, in fact, is the reason why Ji Feng agreed to stay and watch the motorcycle extreme 

performance when he knew it was going on here. 

The country is different from China, here, guns are too widespread, simply to the extent of a gun in the 

hands. 

In this case, if it is outside the open road, or in the field encounter those gunmen, Ji Feng really have no 

certainty to overcome them, because his side with Chu Yue, Ji Feng can not take the risk. 

When he saw that there were so many spectators in this, Ji Feng’s heart immediately moved to be more 

powerful for him here instead. Unless those gunmen hiding in the shadows lose heart and take out all 

the people here, otherwise, the other side can’t even take them. 

As expected, these frantic fleeing spectators because of fear to the extreme, became the best cover for 

Ji Feng and others, and in this extremely chaotic situation, Ji Feng they can deal with it calmly, now the 

initiative is completely in the hands of Ji Feng! 

Ji Feng turned his head to look at the other side of the aisle Ji Shaolei and Chu Yue, only to see the two 

of them lying under the seat to hide, Chu Yue that small face can not see any fear of the look, but a kind 

of curiosity and excitement, her eyes are also open, seems to want to reach out to look, but was Ji 

Shaolei a hand to pull back. 

Ji Feng looked almost did not laugh out, they are now being attacked and killed by the gunman, this Chu 

Yue look like actually very rare? 

This has to be how thick nerves to be so calm! 

This girl is really nervous to a certain limit, Ji Feng secretly said. 

Gradually, there were fewer people running away, Ji Feng immediately shouted lowly: “Second brother, 

take Chu Yue, let’s go too!” 

Ji Shaolei immediately nodded, and then he lifted up Chu Yue under the seat, and then grabbed him 

together, mixed with the crowd to run out. 

White spider ran in the front, Ji Feng was at the end, the two of them one in the front to play the lead, 

one is responsible for breaking the back, the division of labor, can be said to be a very tacit 

understanding. 



From the audience all the way to the compound, they mixed in the crowd, did not encounter any 

danger, as if those gunmen have disappeared seemingly. While running away, Ji Feng took the time to 

take a look at the two Asian-faced gunmen who had been taken down, but was stunned to find that the 

two guys were all footprints, including their faces are also footprints, and then look at that they seem to 

be motionless are not breathing …… 

These two gunmen, it seems to be alive by those fleeing spectators to trample to death! 

However, Ji Feng is too late to sympathize with the two gunmen, because now, they are in trouble again. 

When Ji Feng and others followed the crowd to escape to the courtyard gate, but found that the tall iron 

gate is not sure when it was closed, and inside the door, stood a row of a full 20 big men, their hands are 

clutching guns, on the fleeing audience, and of course, Ji Feng and others …… 

Ji Feng’s heart immediately sank, can not get out? 

Chapter 1737 

When Ji Feng and others followed the crowd fled to the courtyard gate, but found that the tall iron gate 

is not sure when it was closed, and inside the door, stood a row of a full 20 big men, their hands are 

clutching guns, on the fleeing audience, and of course Ji Feng and others …… 

Ji Feng’s heart sank at once, can not get out? 

All the audience were stopped at the gate, no one in the face of the row of black muzzle of the gun, but 

also dared to continue to rush forward, the original crazy fleeing audience, see the row of big men 

holding guns standing at the gate, suddenly all subconsciously stopped in their tracks. 

And those who did not stop, still rushing forward, but also because they did not have time to stop, or 

was hit by the audience behind, which rushed forward a few steps, but after they stabilized their body 

shape, immediately scared and hurriedly pull out their legs and run back, afraid to run a little slower, will 

be the row of guns to the hornet’s nest! 

“Young Ji!” As soon as the white spider saw this situation, he immediately shouted in a low voice. 

“Blend into the crowd!” Ji Feng did not hesitate in the slightest, after seeing this situation, he made a 

split-second decision, pulling Chu Yue, while saying to Ji Shaolei: “Second brother, you take Chu Yue and 

blend into the crowd, be careful, this gun is for you ……” 

As he spoke, Ji Feng shoved the pistol in his hand into Ji Shaolei’s hand. 

“Be careful!” Ji Feng admonished. 

“Three children, you should also be careful.” Ji Shaolei nodded without hesitation. 

He knew that although he was now much more powerful than before, but when he encountered this 

kind of situation, he did not have the slightest experience. So at this time he naturally is not good to try 

to act heroic, can protect Chu Yue and himself, do not give Ji Feng added chaos, so Ji Feng can focus on 

those gunmen, this is already considered a great help to Ji Feng. 



So Ji Shaolei took Chu Yue and quickly squeezed into the crowd, taking advantage of that large audience 

around to protect himself and Chu Yue. 

In this way, Ji Feng and the white spider freed up their hands. 

They also mixed in the crowd, just a short distance away from Ji Shaolei and Chu Yue. Although there is 

Ji Shaolei to protect Chu Yue, but Ji Feng is not too much at ease, so he must ensure that Ji Shaolei two 

must be within his line of sight. 

At this time if something happens, he can also make a timely move. 

The white spider, on the other hand, was paying close attention to the surroundings, especially the row 

of big men holding guns at the gate, which made the white spider extremely alert. 

“Young Ji, we don’t have enough bullets!” White Spider said in a low voice. 

As she spoke, White Spider’s gaze skimmed over the row of big men at the entrance, if there were 

enough bullets, she was sure she could finish off this group of big men in the shortest possible time. 

Because, now the two sides have completely reversed the position of attack and defense, originally the 

other side in the dark and they are in the light, so the danger can come at any time, but now is different, 

they are mixed in this crazy and panic audience, the scene so many people, unless the other side can kill 

all these audience, otherwise, want to find them or difficult. 

Kill all the spectators? 

Unless these people are willing to be treated as terrorists by the MiG and send the army to raid them all, 

no one would dare to make such a crazy decision! 

So as long as Ji Feng hid among the crowd, they had the initiative. 

The only trouble now is that there are too many big men guarding the door, even if all the bullets from 

the white spider and Ji Feng’s gun add up, they can’t take out all the big men at the door, not to mention 

that there are others around! 

Ji Feng also frowned, he looked at the strong men guarding the door through the gap of the shaking 

heads, and found that among them, there were yellow, white, black, but yellow people accounted for 

the vast majority. 

“They don’t seem to be our enemies!” Ji Feng suddenly said. 

“What?” The white spider was stunned. 

“Look carefully, count the third person from the left!” Ji Feng said in a low voice: “When we first came in 

before, he was one of the staff members who were on guard at the entrance, remember?” 

“…… seems, it’s him!” White spider remembered, it was indeed this guy, “Ji young, you mean ……” 

“I’m afraid these people are just the staff in this sub!” Ji Feng said, “Look at them, they just point their 

guns at the audience, but none of them shoot, I think, they just want to maintain the security and order 

here, not to kill people!” 



“This ……” 

White Spider could not help but be slightly stunned, what Ji Feng said seemed to make sense. 

The white spider’s gaze fell on the faces of those strong men, looking at their faces, they were all a little 

panicked, as if they were facing a big enemy, apparently they did not anticipate such a situation 

beforehand, so that they were not in the same gang with those gunmen who shot at Chu Yue. 

Ji Feng said: “You should not forget, my sister in the rice country how also has a certain strength, if the 

people in this sub involved in the assassination of her daughter, not to mention that they are gangsters, 

even if it is the White Hand, my sister will definitely fight with them to the death. If they are not stupid 

enough, they will certainly not be in their own field on their own guests! So, this matter should have 

nothing to do with the people in this venue, it must be the work of foreign hands!” 

White spider nodded, it is indeed true. 

Whether it is the black road white road, have their own rules, some are common rules, there are also 

some unwritten rules, but the vast majority of people will comply. 

The mob, although ruthless, but that also depends on who, at the same time, they will not be rashly 

open to kill, otherwise, the government is not so easy to mess with, in any country, the violent organs 

are always the strongest! 

So if the owner of this field also participated in this attack against Chu Yue, then this field will not need 

to open anymore, then what awaits them will be the most crazy revenge of Ji Nan Yue, as well as the 

crackdown of the rice government on them, which no gang is willing to see. 

“Also, you should not forget that we felt as if someone was following us on the way here!” Ji Feng said, 

“This is also able to show that those gunmen must have followed us from outside.” 

“I remember!” White Spider nodded. 

“So now we don’t need to focus our attention on those big men at the door!” Ji Feng said. 

“Mm!” White Spider nodded, but suddenly, her face just changed. 

“Ji Shao, then our surrounding ……” White Spider’s expression became very grave, and her eyebrows 

were tightly knitted. 

In this way, those hidden gunmen, no doubt from the outside to follow them here, the other party may 

be worried that if they do it on the road, they will be driven by their own side of the people directly 

escape, so they have followed them here, and then take advantage of the field is carrying out 

motorcycle extreme performance, everyone’s attention is focused on those motorcyclists, this is the 

time to strike. 

This is also the safest. 

At the same time, this will basically be able to determine that those big men with guns at the door did 

not have any malicious intent towards them, only that they probably did not expect this to happen, so 

they panicked for a while and did not know what to do in response, and could only close the door first, 

and then use the gun to stop these spectators from continuing to rush forward. 



But if that’s the case, doesn’t that mean that the gunmen who really wanted to kill Chu Yue were hiding 

around them, among the spectators? 

In this way, they are still in extreme danger, because now it is impossible to tell, who is the enemy 

around here! 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “So be careful, if something doesn’t feel right, go straight to the crowd.” 

White spider asked, “Can’t we just shoot directly?” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “It’s best not to shoot, there are too many people here, it’s easy to 

cause accidental injuries, and, shooting is also easy to expose your position and attract more people to 

attack!” 

After all, Ji Feng is not those cold-blooded killers, the other party can not care about the lives of these 

spectators, but Ji Feng can not just shoot, now the most important thing is to get out of here is the best, 

as for those gunmen, completely can find no one to solve them. 

“Young Ji, our faces are too obvious.” White Spider whispered. 

“So try to be careful!” Ji Feng said in a low voice. 

Indeed, the vast majority of these spectators were Western faces, white people, black people, and 

seemingly big-nosed sand Russians. 

They, the Chinese, were in this crowd, although they were blocked by the tall Westerners, but as soon as 

those gunmen saw them, they would immediately attract attention. 

In this situation, one must be careful. 

Ji Feng also felt for the first time the trickiness of this trip to Rice, because here their faces are too 

obvious. 

As he was talking, Ji Feng’s brow suddenly furrowed. 

He saw an Asian man, and although this man also had a panicked look on his face, there was a wolf-like 

glint in the other man’s eyes. 

Ji Feng felt a touch of killing in his eyes. 

This person has a problem! 

Ji Feng did not hesitate, fiercely squeezed forward a few steps and came to the man, while at the same 

time, the man was raising his gun …… but he had no chance to shoot, because Ji Feng had directly 

clasped his wrist, while a fist ruthlessly blasted at the other party’s chest. 

“Uh ……” 

The man’s throat let out an extremely painful sound, and with both eyes rolled over, he passed out. 

Ji Feng casually took the gun in the other party’s hand, and then quickly retreated, and then look at the 

man, but has gone soft to the ground, silent, around the people are thinking about how to get out, no 

one found. 



“White spider, encounter Asian faces should also be careful.” Ji Feng reminded. 

He could see that most of the people who attacked Chu Yue this time were Asian-faced yellow people, 

the two people who tried to shoot at Chu Yue in the audience at the beginning were Asians, and now 

there is another one, and there will definitely be more next! 

White spider immediately nodded: “Yes!” 

Chapter 1738 

“Poof~~!” 

A cold light flashed. 

Only to see a sturdy man, the neck suddenly soared out a line of blood, he subconsciously fierce tightly 

cover the neck, but that blood is from his fingers gushing out continuously. 

Pounding! 

The strong man fell directly to the ground. 

The white spider quickly retreated, and a small knife in his hand flashed away. 

“Another one!” Ji Feng coldly snorted, “So far, it has taken out seven or eight, right? How many people 

have come from the other side na!” 

“I don’t know, but look at the other side of this situation, must be to put us to death!” The white spider’s 

face was chilly. 

From the two Asian-faced gunmen who were killed at the beginning, to the sturdy man who was killed 

now, there must be at least ten people. And among them, just mixed in the crowd pretending to be 

ordinary people, and then untraceable to Chu Yue, there are seven or eight. 

And looking at the situation, it seems that this is not the end of it! 

Because the feeling of threat in the heart of the white spider, has not subsided, apparently the other 

side still have people hidden in the crowd. 

Ji Feng looked around, it was still chaos, shrieks and screams, that was the audience present found the 

killers around them were taken out, and thus the shrieks. 

Fear is spreading, these spectators are really scared and panicked, but the front door is blocked by a row 

of gunmen, they simply can not get out. 

Look behind, there is also a large group of gunmen are approaching, take a closer look, there should be 

one or two dozen people, definitely not less than the people blocking the door …… front road is blocked, 

these viewers can not rush out, they want to turn around to escape, but also is not possible, so blocked 

in a small space, the fear in the hearts of these people even more. 

So these blocked viewers, all subconsciously want to squeeze to the middle, who want others to help 

themselves as bullets. But no one realized that these gunmen just blocked them in, but it was without 

firing a single shot. 



It’s just that at this time everyone is so scared that no one will even pay attention. 

White spider noticed, she asked: “Ji young, can we hide behind those gunmen?” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “No, if only we go over the target is too obvious, and, now these 

gunmen are obviously maintaining order, it is better not to move at this time.” 

White Spider nodded slightly and said, “Yes!” 

Ji Feng said: “Don’t worry, when the people in charge of this venue come, these spectators will naturally 

be able to go out. Now the most critical thing is how to find out those killers hidden among the audience 

in the shortest time!” 

White spider asked: “Ji young you are going to take the initiative?” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “That’s right, just waiting here won’t work. I guess there are not too many 

people left on the other side, you stay here with Second Brother to protect Chu Yue, I will go to meet 

them! If we can’t get rid of them all now, once the audience is gone, we will definitely be targeted by 

them again! The most crucial thing is that we have no idea if they have ambushed people outside and 

how many weapons they have.” 

In fact, those killers are not scary, what gives people the most headache is the weapons in their hands. 

If it is face-to-face combat, no matter who the other side is not afraid of Ji Feng, but the problem is not 

so simple, the other side’s hands with weapons, even a small yakuza, can be a gun to put down Ji Feng. 

This is what Ji Feng is most afraid of. 

So he has to do his best to take out those killers so that he can feel at ease. 

The white spider, however, disagreed: “Young Ji, it’s better for me to go.” 

Ji Feng frowned: “There are so many people here, can you do it?” 

Don’t look at the white spider is very powerful, but she is after all a woman, a small body that can not be 

changed, but the vast majority of the audience are western-faced foreigners, they are tall, many people 

are obese, these people crowded together, white spider can squeeze through them? 

Her movement would definitely be affected. 

White spider but pursed her lips and smiled: “Ji Shao, you forget what I did before? Such scenes are 

actually my favorite!” 

Ji Feng raised his eyebrows and was instantly relieved. 

This kind of chaotic scene is suitable for assassination operations, and the white spider is believed to be 

like a fish in water here. 

The white spider is good at attacking, but not at defending, let her be a guard itself is already a bit 

condescending, now let her in this situation is also responsible for protecting Chu Yue, is obviously 

trapped her. 

It is better to let her play freely, and certainly can see the miraculous effect. 



So Ji Feng nodded and said: “You can go, be careful!” 

White Spider immediately said, “Don’t worry, Ji Shao!” 

Ji Feng handed the gun in his hand to the white spider: “Take this, your own safety must be careful.” 

White spider smiled and shook her hand, Ji Feng saw that there was an extremely sharp knife in her 

hand, the cold light flowed through, making people get goose bumps. 

“I have this!” White spider pursed her lips and smiled, turned and squeezed into the crowd and 

disappeared. 

“Heh ……” 

Ji Feng shook his head with a smile. 

Soon, the smile on his face disappeared and was replaced by a dense chill. 

This gang is too reckless, out so many people, potential to Chu Yue to death, put her to death, can see 

how rampant the other side, how ruthless! 

From this, we can also see how bad the situation of the little aunt in the rice country, how bad. 

Her family can’t even go out anymore, if they come out, they are in danger, they may die at any time, 

those people simply deserve to die! 

Once again glanced at Ji Shaolei and Chu Yue, after determining that they are still safe, Ji Feng’s vigilant 

gaze, continue to search in the crowd …… 

…… 

The chaos here didn’t last too long, and soon, a pickup truck came from outside the main gate. 

The gunmen blocking the gate made way to let the pickup in, but the guns were still pointed at the 

crowd. 

The pickup truck came to a stop when it entered the gate, followed by a woman in a leather jacket who 

stepped down, again an Asian-faced woman with short hair and a very British look. 

Ji Feng’s brow frowned, he could tell at a glance, this woman is eight out of ten – nine Chinese. 

Could it be that the assassination of Chu Yue by those people today was directed by the Chinese? 

Ji Feng could not help but gaze cold, if it is really the Chinese people directed, then is it from the 

domestic people? Or is it that the domestic leakage of information? 

These situations are not known for the time being, so Ji Feng was secretly vigilant while secretly 

surveying. 

“Young Ji!” At this time, the white spider drilled over from the side. 

“Is everything okay?” Ji Feng saw White Spider come back, and asked with a slight sigh of relief in his 

heart. 



“Took out four more!” The white spider said. 

Ji Feng frowned and asked, “All yellow people?” 

The white spider nodded: “That’s right.” 

Ji Feng’s brow furrowed even tighter, could it really be that some people with bad intentions in the 

country are going to make a move on Xiao Gu? 

At this time, the short-haired woman who got out of the pickup truck spoke. 

White spider immediately translated at the side: “She is apologizing to the audience.” 

Ji Feng asked, “She’s in charge?” 

White Spider shook her head and said, “She didn’t specify, but since she came out to speak, she should 

be the one in charge!” 

The woman went on to say something, then waved her hand, and those in the audience immediately 

stirred up. 

Not waiting for Ji Feng to ask questions, white spider immediately said: “She said these audience are old 

friends, but all those who are familiar with the staff can go first, compensation for them will be 

delivered later, but those who come here for the first time, or those who are not familiar with the staff 

in the venue, will have to stay here for the time being.” 

“Stay?” Ji Feng shook his head, “can not stay, to go back as soon as possible, now it is almost dark, if we 

wait until after dark and then go back, we are at an even greater disadvantage!” 

“But these gunmen ……” White Spider looked at the gunmen blocking the gate, with them guarding, it’s 

not too easy to break through. 

“If we deal with a group of gunmen separately, the feasibility is still very high!” White Spider said, “I’ll 

deal with the gunmen at the back, the gunmen in front will have to be left to Ji Shao.” 

“Can’t break in hard!” 

Ji Feng shook his head, those hidden killers are already enough of a headache, if these gunmen are 

added, then their situation will be even worse. 

After thinking carefully, Ji Feng came to Chu Yue and asked, “Cousin, do you know anyone here?” 

Chu Yue shook her head and said, “No, I used to come with my friends, but they have CCTV footage 

here, they must know that it’s not my first time here, we should be able to get out!” 

Ji Feng shook his head, now even if they have CCTV footage, they will definitely leave people behind 

first, even if they have to check the CCTV footage, it will take some effort. 

Now the situation is so urgent, and this sub belongs to the gang, they will not be so nice to do things. 

“Let’s see what happens!” Ji Feng said. 



At this time, those spectators have begun to run like crazy, but all can leave, can not wait to leave this 

ghost place, they really do not want to stay here. 

However, the audience can leave, only about half, the rest there are many people, are unable to leave. 

Ji Feng, they did not go forward at all, just wait and see what happens. 

However, this time, but a few more people came quickly, they commanded the audience present in two 

lines, then they began to observe one by one, sizing up, if you see suspicious people, and even to search 

the body. 

Ji Feng looked straight frown, these gangs of people officers are not too reckless? 

This identification search, in the end, what is to do? 

Chapter 1739 

Ji Feng’s doubts have not yet been answered, there is another large group of spectators were let go, 

seeing that there are surprisingly only a few dozen left in this. 

“Boom!” A spectator’s back suddenly received a gun butt, was hit a staggering, but before that spectator 

can react, suddenly came two big men with guns to grab him. 

Ji Feng raised an eyebrow, what is this situation? 

However, when Ji Feng looked at the guy who was beaten again, he couldn’t help but be moved in his 

heart. 

I saw that the person who was beaten, is also a young man, about twenty years old, but the striking 

thing is that this person is yellow, Asian face, and the previous killers are generally the same, all look 

very ordinary dress. 

The most critical thing is that this person was walking steadily, the result was a gun butt to the smash, a 

thing fell from the body, but a pistol! 

Ji Feng immediately became clear, this person and those killers are definitely the same gang! 

In this way, the actions of those who manage this field, it is not difficult to understand, they are one by 

one identification, search, in fact, is looking for the killer! 

Just …… 

How did these people know that there were killers in the crowd? 

Could it be that from the beginning they saw the whole thing? 

Ji Feng thinks this is not very likely, because when coming in, the staff at the door did not search the 

body, just let them register, buy tickets and then came in. 

So, how did these people know? 

“San’er, these people seem to be helping us ah!” Ji Shaolei pulled Chu Yue over and whispered. 

“It’s not clear yet, be careful!” Ji Feng said. 



“Should we go over?” Ji Shaolei asked, in this case, must listen to Ji Feng’s opinion, Ji Shaolei for this kind 

of thing really do not have much experience in dealing with, but Ji Feng often participate in some action, 

know certainly very clear. 

“Wait a little longer, we’ll go at the end!” Ji Feng said. 

“Then good, later if there are any changes, it all depends on you and the white spider, you have to be 

careful.” Ji Shaolei said. 

“Cousin, you’re so powerful, you’ll definitely protect us, right?” Chu Yue was also a little scared. 

Ji Feng laughed: “Don’t worry, it will definitely be fine!” 

As he spoke, he gestured with the white spider, and after that, the white spider quietly backed up …… 

The audience left one by one, and Ji Feng and the others became more and more conspicuous on the 

field, Ji Shaolei could not help but complain: “Why are the police still not coming, such a big thing 

happened, is there no one to call the police?” 

Chu Yue said indignantly, “Counting on the police? They are always the last to clean up the battlefield!” 

Ji Feng said, “Do not worry, we do not have to count on anyone, rely on ourselves.” 

Frankly speaking, don’t look at the movie about how powerful the police in rice, and what intelligence 

bureau people how tough, Ji Feng really didn’t put in mind at all, much less count on them. When it 

comes to this kind of thing to count on the police, it would have been killed countless times. 

If the police in the country were as strong as the Intelligence Bureau, the country would not have such a 

high crime rate, and there would not be so many gangs running around. 

“Boom!” 

Suddenly a gunshot rang out. 

Only to see a guy with a weapon in his hand, but a shot to the head, blood gurgling out. 

There was a thud. 

The guy fell to the ground, another yellow guy. 

And the one who shot, but the Asian woman in leather, only to see her retrieve the gun as if nothing 

happened, said something loudly, and then looked this way. 

Ji Feng asked in a low voice: “Cousin, what did she say?” 

Chu Yue said, “She said let those people search more carefully, and also said …… let us go over!” 

Go over? 

Ji Feng already had a plan in his heart, he nodded his head and said, “Go! We go over together! Be more 

careful, second brother, cousin is in your hands.” 

Ji Shaolei said in a low voice: “Don’t worry.” 



The three of them slowly walked forward, and at this time, no one else noticed that the white spider, 

who was originally with them, was missing. 

Ji Shaolei and Chu Yue did find out, but they did not ask. 

At this time, the ground has been lying four or five people, one was shot dead, and several others are 

groaning in pain. Ji Feng frowned, if these people are killers, then this time to participate in the 

assassination of Chu Yue, but there are a full 20 people! 

What kind of power can send out so many people at once? 

The three people came to the leather-clad woman, at this time the courtyard is no longer audience, 

around those big men black hole gun, pointed at Ji Feng them. 

The woman said something, Ji Feng frowned and said in Chinese: “Sorry, I can’t understand you.” 

Who knows, the woman was surprised to look at him and asked, “Chinese?” 

She was speaking the same Chinese language! 

Ji Feng nodded his head and said, “That’s right, Chinese!” 

At this time, the woman was touching her ear, and Ji Feng noticed that in her ear, there was a black 

headset, and it looked like someone should have said something to her through the headset. 

Immediately after that, the leather-clad woman nodded and said, “You guys come with me.” 

Ji Feng asked, “Where to?” 

The woman said, “Someone wants to see you, please don’t worry, we have no ill will towards you.” 

“Sorry, we’re going home.” Ji Feng shook his head, “If someone wants to see me, ask him to come in 

person.” 

“What if I don’t agree?” The woman’s face sank. 

“Then you can try!” Ji Feng said. 

“Please get in the car ……” the woman said in a cold voice, however, before she could finish, her voice 

stopped abruptly and her face changed abruptly. 

But I don’t know when, Ji Feng has reached her heel, the pistol is pointed at her head. 

Ji Feng said, “No one has ever been able to force me, and neither can you!” 

The woman’s face sank and she said in a cold voice: “Do you know what you’re doing? Think you can 

walk out of here by doing this?” 

Ji Feng said indifferently, “I do think so, if you don’t believe me, you can try again!” 

The woman was silent, just now Ji Feng asked her to try, but before she could finish her words, she was 

pointed at her head by Ji Feng with a gun, and at any moment she might be shot. 

Now Ji Feng asked her to try again, she hesitated. 



Click~~! 

The surrounding gun-wielding men took a look at the leather-clad woman being held hostage by Ji Feng 

with a gun, and they all got nervous, turning their guns around and pointing at Ji Feng, while constantly 

yelling. 

Ji Feng was not moved at all, said indifferently: “Second brother, you guys go first, I think this pickup 

truck is good, you guys just drive away!” 

Ji Feng does not know if there are still ambush gunmen outside, so at this time in the hike to the 

opposite side of the woods to pick up the car, no doubt very dangerous, and since this pickup truck can 

come in, it proves that there must be a way out, so from here directly drive the pickup truck, is the best 

choice. 

Ji Shaolei nodded without hesitation and pulled Chu Yue towards the pickup truck. 

“Cousin, we can’t leave our cousin alone ……” Chu Yue tried to break away from Ji Shaolei’s hand, but it 

was held in a death grip. 

“We are dragging him down by staying!” Ji Shaolei said. 

“……” Chu Yue then stopped talking. 

“None of you can get away!” The leather-clad woman said in a cold voice. 

“Is that so?” Ji Feng smiled lightly, “Do you really want to try?” 

“Buzz~~!” 

At this moment, the pickup truck window suddenly lowered, then a person stretched his head out and 

shouted, “Mr. Ji, no need to be so excited, right?” 

Ji Feng turned his head to look, and was stunned: “It’s you?” 

Poking his head out of the pickup truck, is a young woman, beautiful and beautiful appearance, and, 

very familiar. 

Ji Feng knew this woman, she was no other than the beautiful woman who had dealt with Ji Feng in 

Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Hangzhou, Ji YuYi! 

At this moment, Ji YuYi sat on the passenger seat of the pickup truck, waved her hand and said, “Mr. Ji, 

please get in, this is not the place to talk.” 

Ji Feng looked at her. 

Ji Yuhui laughed, “What, Mr. Ji, you can’t even trust me? We’ve fought side by side.” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile slightly, nodded, waved his hand to Ji Shaolei and Chu Yue, then let go of 

the leather-clad woman and walked towards the pickup truck. 

When he came to the car, Ji YuYi had already raised the window, Ji Feng pulled open the door, looked at 

Ji YuYi, and asked, “Chief Ji, this is ……” 



Ji YuYi said, “Hurry up and get in, this place will be cleaned up soon, the police will be here soon, I will 

take you to a safe place.” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Then I’ll trouble you.” 

Ji YuYi said, “What’s so troublesome about it, you even saved my life back in the mainland …… Get in the 

car, we’ll have a good chat when we get to the place.” 

As she spoke, Ji Yuhui got up and moved to the driver’s seat, “Bring your friends along.” 

Ji Shaolei also took Chu Yue to sit in the car, and Ji Yuhui started the car and left that compound. 

“Wait a minute!” 

When making out of the compound about a few dozen meters, Ji Feng suddenly said something. 

Ji YuYi turned her head and asked, “What?” 

Ji Feng said, “I still have a friend to get in the car.” 

Then, Ji YuYi saw that a figure leapt down directly from the courtyard wall, and with a cartwheel, landed 

steadily on the ground, but it was an incomparably gorgeous woman. 

Ji Yuqing couldn’t help but be stunned, when did this woman get to the top? When did this woman get 

up there? How could so many people not find her? 

Also, such a high courtyard wall, she actually leaped down directly? 

Ji YuYi gave Ji Feng a deep look, this man is remarkable, it seems that the people with him are all very 

powerful! 

Ji Feng opened the car door and shouted, “White Spider, get in!” 

White Spider sat in the back seat, Ji YuYi immediately started the car, and the pickup truck went through 

a small road in the woods, straight through …… 

Chapter 1740 

Ji YuYing drove the pickup truck, leading Ji Feng and the four of them, through the woods and then onto 

a country road. 

Ji Feng’s gaze observed the surroundings, and now they were passing through a town outside the city, 

with small villas on both sides of the road, making Ji Feng wary. 

In fact, even in an international bustling metropolis like New York, in addition to office buildings or some 

departmental offices are high-rise buildings, many of the ordinary homes are the kind of two or three 

story small villas, each family has a small car, or pickup truck, parked under the villa. 

The yard of the villa is the kind of wooden fence, which is planted with a variety of flowers and trees, 

looks really refreshing. 

If you can live here place, life is really peaceful and easy. 



This kind of living environment if it is placed in China, unless it is rich and powerful people, otherwise do 

not want to live in this kind of environment. When just opened up, because of envy of foreigners have 

high-rise buildings, so the vast majority of the country’s people are more aspire to that live in a high-rise 

building days. 

Therefore, China’s major cities, high-rise buildings like springing up, drifting upward. 

And many cadres in order to political achievements, in order to see the benefits in the short term, the 

introduction of foreign-funded enterprises, regardless of what those enterprises are in the end, are 

introduced to the country. 

As a result, many in the highly polluting enterprises, in foreign countries have been unable to survive, 

and even in many countries are expressly prohibited projects, but, in many of our cadres under the lust 

for profit, but even hard to introduce the. 

In this way, just a short period of one or two decades, China’s original simple and rustic natural 

environment, to the destruction of the black smoky chimneys everywhere, emitting a strong stench of 

the river. The Yangtze River has been drastically reduced, and the river is flooded …… 

These are not counted, the key is because of these pollution, so that the residents of the body and 

health is a serious threat. 

Imagine, the more the economy develops, the more fragile the health of people, various diseases that 

were never found before appear, newborn babies often have deformities …… 

Even, it is clear that some heavy polluting enterprises, should be placed in the remote countryside, or in 

the more isolated mountainous areas, but the results are placed in the big cities. 

For example, Jiangzhou, such an international metropolis, China’s economic center, what steelmaking, 

chemical and other extremely serious pollution enterprises, that is really countless. 

In this way, the Chinese people almost overnight, from the original kind of natural fresh environment, all 

of a sudden by the harsh environment enveloped. 

Even in the countryside, there is no longer too good environment, except in those far away from the city 

in the mountains, occasionally still be able to see the scenery of the mountains and clear water. 

However, this mountainous region, is too far from the city, so even the most basic living facilities are 

not, the people drink water, but also can only pick water from the mountains, as for the electricity …… 

up to now, there is still a large number of people in China do not have access to electricity, and even do 

not know what the TV. 

But in that big city, many people are deliberately trying to be in that heavily polluted environment, the 

quiet in the midst of the noise, building artificial lakes, building villas, making fake mountains …… just to 

be able to live in that kind of place with mountains and water. 

However, this place is only those who have the money and power to live, for ordinary people, they can 

only live as if pigeonholes in the high-rise, but also from time to time to worry about the construction of 

the building with the steel and cement is not qualified, will not suddenly become a building brittle …… 



Then look at these small towns in New York, the population is not very dense, the environment is also 

very beautiful …… 

Even if you look at the heart again uncomfortable, Ji Feng also had to admit that, compared with the 

rice, China really has a lot to learn, to improve the place. 

Seeing Ji Feng frowning slightly, Ji Shaolei laughed: “Three children, do you think the environment in 

Rice is very good?” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Yes, at least in this piece of living environment, China really still has a lot of 

way to go.” 

Ji Shaolei also agreed with him and said, “Now China is also starting to pay attention to the 

environment, which is a good sign, right? 

Ji Feng sighed and said, “Pollution before treatment, it costs too much, moreover, that kind of bad 

environment will have an impact on the health of several generations.” 

Ji Shaolei said, “It can’t be helped, China’s rapid development is also this one or two decades, compared 

with the rice country is indeed a big gap, but as long as it is to continue to work, the future will always 

be better!” 

Ji Feng nodded and did not say anything. 

In his heart, he was thinking, if he had the ability, how to improve the environment of China? 

Ji Feng carefully searched in his memory, it seems that, in the database of the intelligent brain, there 

seems to be advanced technology related to the environment, just that he did not care at that time. 

“When I’m free, I’d like to study it properly.” Ji Feng secretly said. 

“Mr. Ji, there should be no danger on this journey, is it better to put the pistol away?” Ji YuYi’s voice 

interrupted Ji Feng’s thoughts, “If you hold the gun like this, it might not be very convenient if you 

encounter the police later.” 

“Of course it’s no problem, Chief Ji, thanks for your help today.” Shaking his head, Ji Feng stopped 

thinking about this and instead turned to Ji YuYi and said, “If it wasn’t for your help, maybe a few of us 

wouldn’t have been able to return today.” 

“Mr. Ji is too polite.” Ji YuYi smiled sweetly, “Actually, I’m not really helping, we are rightly responsible 

for this kind of problem in our venue, and I’m already grateful that you don’t blame us for not having 

good security measures, Mr. Ji.” 

Ji Feng nodded with a smile and asked, “Chief Ji, is that your field?” 

Ji YuYi said, “It’s the Bamboo Alliance Gang’s.” 

Ji Feng raised his eyebrows in surprise, “The Bamboo United Gang’s? That’s no wonder, I said how could 

it be such a coincidence that I could meet Chief Ji here!” 

Ji YuYing was the daughter of the leader of the Bamboo Alliance Gang, something Ji Feng knew. At the 

beginning, in Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Hangzhou, the Yamaguchi Group wanted to arrest Ji Yuhui in Jiangsu, 



Zhejiang and Hangzhou because they wanted to take action against the Treasure Island’s Chuk Yuen 

Gang, naturally, the purpose was to threaten the Chuk Yuen Gang’s gang leader and ask him to back 

down. 

Only, at that time, because of his own intervention, he made the Yamaguchi-gumi’s action failed and 

made a mess. 

Now it seems that the Treasure Island’s Bamboo Gang is not small, but actually has an industry in the 

United States, and seems to be very strong, in addition to such a big thing, more than ten people, Ji Yu-

yeon actually did not have a nervous look. 

It is clear that the Bamboo Gang must have some connection with the officials of the country. 

Knowing this, Ji Feng still had some doubts in his heart, he asked: “Chief Ji, how do you know who is the 

killer inside those audience? If you don’t come today, are we definitely not going to be able to leave?” 

Ji YuYi laughed, “Of course not.” 

Ji Feng smiled and asked, “Then how did you determine who was the killer?” 

Ji Yuwen smiled sweetly and said, “Actually, it was a coincidence that I came to Rice to handle some 

matters within the gang, and I learned by chance that some Yamaguchi Group people had infiltrated our 

venue and wanted to kill a girl. 

Ji Feng laughed: “You didn’t expect that I was one of the parties involved, right?” 

Ji YuYi nodded with a smile and said, “Indeed, I didn’t expect that. However, even if I don’t show up, Mr. 

Ji will definitely not have any trouble, our Chuk Yuen Gang has been fighting with the Yamaguchi Group 

for a long time, and we basically know all of their people, so even if I don’t come, those killers will still be 

uncovered, and at that time it is Mr. Ji who will likewise be able to leave unharmed.” 

“Yamaguchi group?” 

Ji Feng frowned, he heard a very important message from Ji YuYi’s words – this time on Chu Yue, it was 

the Yamaguchi group! 

Ji Feng immediately asked, “Chief Ji, those people are all from the Yamaguchi Group?” 

Ji Yu wei nodded and said, “Yes, they are all Yamaguchi group, and is the Yamaguchi group action team, 

specializing is engaged in assassination and kidnapping and other hooks, many gangs have eaten their 

big loss, even our Bamboo League gang, once planted in their hands, one of our hall master, was done 

away with by them ……” 

Ji Feng asked suspiciously, “Chief Ji, at the risk of asking, how did you know that they were the 

Yamaguchi Group, and that they were an action team?” 

Ji Yuwen raised her hand and gathered her long wavy hair, pursed her lips and smiled lightly, “Mr. Ji, I’m 

really sorry, I’m not at liberty to answer this question in too much detail, I can only say that we have the 

exact source of intelligence ……” 

Once she said this, Ji Feng understood. 



Obviously, the intelligence source of the Bamboo Alliance Gang is very confidential and cannot be 

known to outsiders. 

Ji Feng guessed that either the people of the Chuk Yuen Gang used some unseen means to find out the 

information, or, the Chuk Yuen Gang had undercover agents within the Yamaguchi-gumi! 

“I’m the one who asked the question out of turn, sorry!” Ji Feng said. 

“Mr. Ji is too polite.” Ji Yuwen smiled, “By the way, when did Mr. Ji come to Rice?” 

“It’s only been a day or two since I arrived.” Ji Feng laughed. 

“I don’t know if Mr. Ji came to Rice for ……,” Ji Yuqing smiled, “If it’s inconvenient, just forget I asked.” 

“There is nothing inconvenient, I came to visit my relatives, but I didn’t expect to encounter this kind of 

thing!” Ji Feng said, “Yamaguchi group …… hehe!” 

“Come to visit relatives?” 

Ji Yuhui said, “Mr. Ji, is your relative Mr. Ji of the Weida Group?” 

Ji Feng nodded without hiding and said, “Yes, why, does Mr. Ji also know Mr. Ji of the Weida Group?” 

 


